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Holding on to
the skiing life
in Westbygod
Virginia
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A B O V E : Lauterbrunnen is the launch

point for numerous skiing adventures,
with Mürren perched on the cliffs
above.
R I G H T : Only the Eiger knows what

Rory Bushfield is up to.

n a cabin up an offshoot of the Dryfork River, in a corner of West Virginia’s Canaan
Valley, 13-year-old Resi Anderson lowers her head to say grace over a plate of venison made from a deer her dad shot from the front porch. “Thank you, God,” she
says, “for this food we’re about to eat, and thank you for snow and for powder skiing.”

In the Bible, Canaan was called the Promised
Land. And the Canaan Valley, a 13-mile line break
in the craggy West Virginia landscape, feels something like that. The valley is the highest east of the
Mississippi. It’s ringed by shaggy peaks and holds
three ski hills—Timberline Resort, Canaan Valley
Resort, and White Grass Touring Center—within
15 minutes of each other. You might disregard skiing anywhere on, near, or below the Mason-Dixon
Line, but West Virginia is the “Mountain State,” all
hollers and knobs, full of thick forests and empty
of people. In this skinny band of skiable terrain
that skims the top of the Appalachians, there’s a
ski culture that feels like it’s sprung up unrelated to
anything else in the country.
Breakfast is in the ancient, crumbling lodge at
Timberline: butter-soaked biscuits and packets of
Smucker’s on a Styrofoam plate. Afterward, I go
out to ski the glades that Resi’s dad, John Anderson, has cut into the groves of cherry and beech

trees. Timberline is steep and skinny, cleaved
close to the fall line. The trees can be sketchy and
tight—local legend is the guys who built it hiked
to the top, threw a basketball downhill, and cut
trails wherever the ball rolled. Anderson starts to
holler at people he knows and they loop into the
woods to join us: Athey Lutz, who says his dad was
the guy tossing the ball; musician Erika May and
her ski-patrolling boyfriend, Ben McKean, whose
other job is bee farming; Brian Menzies, who used
to live in the Wasatch but ended up here because,
as he says, “you can be a professional in this town
and still be a full-time ski bum because the community will support you.”
But don’t tell anyone about it, they say, like
any good cagey local. Tell ’em it’s all hicks and flat
skiing. That we’re all rednecks living down in the
holler. Don’t talk about the trees, or the touring,
or the way you can barter for local homebrew
or honey with the guy who works in the first aid

room, because everyone lives close to the land
around here. They also set up their days around
skiing, so they can take morning laps in Anderson’s glades when it snows, and meet up for
evening tours when it’s sunny. They cycle through
the spring sticky glades and throw snowballs at
each other from the lift. A couple of people are
on Nordic gear with leather boots, but they keep
pace, making tight tele turns through the trees,
throwing backflips on noodle skis with plastic
edges. They’re some of the best skiers I’ve seen,
balanced and effortless, creative in a totally unaffected way. Skiing feels fluid here, like it’s part of
everyday life. The valley is small enough that you
can move between the mountains, so maybe in a
single ski day you guinea pig the jump under the
pump house, then smash bumps on Off the Wall,
then tour the ellipsis of mountains around the
edge of the valley—what Robbie Linthicum, who
grooms at White Grass, calls a two-sandwich-and-

A B O V E : Lemme holla at ya! Athey Lutz lets

his spread-by-god-eagle fly at Timberline.
O P P O S I T E : Resi Anderson counts her

blessings and thanks the Lord for powder
snow.
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May and McKean have me over for breakfast—eggs from their chickens and honey from
their bees—and show me all the lines they can ski from the farm.
a-jug-of-Old-Crow ski day. There are a lot of winking allusions to the moonshining, sister-kissing,
toothless stereotypes of the state. I think they like
it because it keeps the good parts under the radar.
I find banjo music inside the Purple Fiddle, a
music venue that serves local beer and artisanal
ice cream up the road from Timberline in Thomas,
an old mining town that’s trying to carve itself an
identity outside of coal. Tuesday was open mic
night, which was hosted by Erika May, who I met
on the hill. The next morning, she and McKean
have me over for breakfast—eggs from their
chickens and honey from their bees—and show
me all the lines they can ski from the farm. The
valley, with its easy-access skiing and bartersystem vibe, feels like some kind of DIY ski bum
fantasyland.

But it’s not all just idyllic backwoods skiing.
To keep the lifts turning and the biscuits baking,
you have to appeal to more than just the locals,
to pull in those church groups and the weekend
skiers from Washington D.C., which is something
that Timberline in particular is struggling with.
Timberline has been owned by the same family,
the Herzes, since 1985. Fred Herz, whose uncle
bought it 30 years ago, brought in a company
called Destination Crowd Capital, run by a pair of
consultants from D.C., both named Scott, to run
a crowdfunding program to raise money. They’re
calling it Snowfunding, and they’re selling off
lodging and pass packages and taking donations
to fund resort upgrades. They only raised a third
of their $75,000 goal, which is scary for the state
of the local ski hill.

“Tourism can be a great solution for diversifying
the economy in West Virginia,” says Destination
Crowd Capital’s Scott Wayne. He’s right, hopefully,
because the economy here, long dependent on
coal and other extractive industries, could use it.
A study about the state of the coal industry from
the Carbon Tracker Initiative found that over
two-dozen mining companies went bankrupt and
many others lost over 80 percent of their share
value over the past three years. “There’s not been
C L O C K W I S E F R O M T O P L E F T : Bee farmer/skipatroller Ben McKean has figured out the good life in
West Virginia; Timberline, West Virginia, hopes an
influx of tourism will help sustain its unique skiing
experience; Ken Gaitor is the Snowshoe director of
slope operations and great beards; God’s country.

one surface mining permit allowed in the state
since Obama has been in office,” says Herz. That’s
drastically changed the economic landscape,
which is why the area could use a boost from
skiing. They’re hoping that by drawing people in
to ski they can boost their own value and open up
more jobs.
But it’s hard to tell if that kind of systemic
change will come soon, or if it will be big enough
to make a difference. The deck by the ticket counter has a sketchy-looking sag and a crack in one of
the pipes slowed snowmaking for the season. The
terrain at Timberline is the best in the state, but,
like a lot of small ski hills, its future remains unclear. It’s tricky, because no one wants to see the
mountain snapped up by a larger conglomerate,
which could be the alternative if Herz can’t turn
a profit, and they know that Wayne is right, that
tourism is a boon to the local economy and a way
to keep the slice of ski utopia they have going. It
feels precarious, that balance between keeping the
mountain alive and keeping the untouched feeling

Joel Ferris has a good old-fashioned
Ballhooter at Snowshoe, West Virginia.
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the same. “Nobody wants to see this go down
because it’s so intricately tied to everything in the
valley,” says ski patroller David Rause.

EIGHTY-FIVE MILES SOUTH of the Canaan
Valley and a whole world away, it’s spring break—
or as they call it, Ballhooter—at Snowshoe
Mountain, West Virginia’s best known ski hill. Red
Bull girls and drunk kids from Virginia Tech mill
around the village. “The beginner area can sometimes look like a Civil War battlefield on a busy
Saturday, but with Cabela’s and Under Armour
instead of blue uniforms,” says patroller Austin
Barge, before he dips into the trees and launches a
cliff he calls The Diving Board.
Snowshoe is owned by Intrawest and it has a
high-gloss resorty sheen. It’s lacking some of the
untouched realness of the skiing in Canaan Valley,
but, as a business, it’s successful. Snowshoe gets
360,000 skier visits annually and is the largest
employer in Pocahontas County. It’s hit that solid
economic foothold that Herz and the Scotts are

pushing for at Timberline. “More than a third of
our year-round employers have worked here 20
years or more,” says Frank DeBerry, the mountain’s COO. “A lot of them are from families that
have been here forever but maybe they’re the first
one who hasn’t worked coal or timber.”
Even if you scratch under the glossy surface, you
find the same kind of local pride that’s rampant
farther north. Ken Gaitor, the director of slope operations, who has a Slayer beard and an alternative
rock taste in music, gave me a half-filled mason jar
of moonshine with “Peach 120” scrawled on the lid
by a Sharpie. He said it was sweet potato and apple
flavored, but it smelled like nail polish remover
and burned worse than it smelled. He thinks the
skiing here is just as good as anything he found in
Utah or Vermont, and he likes it better because the
people are more genuine. A West Virginia native,
Gaitor left for a while. He built parks at Brighton,
Utah, and Mount Snow, Vermont, for more than a
decade, and then he came home to Snowshoe, two
hours from his family farm.

Snowshoe sits on the ridge of Cheat Mountain,
the second highest in the state, so we can watch
the sun set over the valley, turning the red maples
gold. “Something about running around in these
hills growing up,” he says. “It gets in your blood.”
Everyone I talk to who has left and come back
feels similar, that they’ve found something here
that was missing for them in Taos or Truckee.
There is some off-kilter pride in being under the
radar and in subverting the semi-true rednecks
and bluegrass stereotypes they know are associated with the Westbygod.

THE BLEEDING HEART of that is Bob Lilly,

who is the self-proclaimed face of West Virginia
skiing. Lilly started Skier Trash, the first ski
brand to ever come out of the state. He sponsors a handful of local guys and Glen Plake, who
came on board because he likes their low-budget,
no-bullshit approach to skiing. He told Lilly it
reminded him of his own upbringing. “The whole
point of it is to put West Virginia on the map,
and to highlight the guys coming out of here who
are really good,” says Lilly. “I’ve lived in Summit
County, so I know how the cool kid attitude runs
rampant. We want to be a platform for all those
other kids.”
I find Lilly at the Timberline bar first thing
in the morning. It’s pissing rain. And Tuesday.

The only other person out skiing is longtime ski
instructor David Faunce, taking laps on his day
off. He skis with an umbrella in a holster on his
back, so he can pull it out for the lift rides. “Looks
like it’s going to be soft,” says Lilly. Positive. Sort
of. He’s wearing a Carhartt vest and a hoodie.
Black on black on black. All cotton, no goggles.
He is gleeful in the face of the storm, psyched to
be skiing, telling stories about building backyard
rails, and why the West Virginia skier is a rare,
misunderstood breed.
“We’re basically the lovechild of Hank Williams
and Black Flag whose ski instructor was Glen
Plake,” he says. “The things that we value are way,
way, way different than what the resort towns
value. It’s what happens when you’re poor. When I
was growing up you were sewing patches on your
jacket, and buying your skis at yard sales, not
because you’re trying to be cool, but because it’s
what you had.”
I follow Lilly down The Drop, a steep bump
run, and into the park, slicing through the rainwarmed slush. On the catwalks he shamelessly
does ski ballet. “Can’t waste the flats around here,”
he says. It’s a weird line to toe if you’re a skier,
between hyping your homeland and wanting for
bigger mountains and deeper snow. A lot of his
athletes now live in Jackson or Breck. Some of
them come back, but that attrition is real because

F A R L E F T : David Faunce embodies the state

motto: Wild and Wonderful.
L E F T : Out here, you have to “love the weird.”

And, as Faunce shows, the dense, mysterious
woods.
R I G H T : Bob Lilly is the lovechild between

Hank Williams, Black Flag, and Glen Plake.

not everyone can be as excited about tip rolls as
he is, which is another challenge around here: You
have to love the weird. “Here you’re zoomed in,
you have to focus on the details,” he says.
But, like they say, there’s a whole lot of God
in the details, and for me they all come together
at White Grass Touring Center, down the road
from Timberline. Chip Chase, who runs the place,
invites me into the base lodge with a cackly laugh
and a million words per minute. The building
is chocked with 40 years of ski history: pealing
posters and delammed skis. It smells like ski
wax and fresh bread, both of which are steaming somewhere. In principle, White Grass is a lot
like the new and much-lauded Hankin-Evelyn
Backcountry Recreation Area in Smithers, BC. It
doesn’t have lifts; it’s pared down and all human
powered. Except Chase has been doing it quietly,
in the mountains of the mid-Atlantic, since 1979.
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And there is moonshine.
Chase came to Canaan in the late ’70s and found
the remains of Weiss Knob Ski Area, which local
developer Bob Barton had built in 1959. He’d
fallen in love with telemark skiing after a couple
of winters in Vermont, and he saw potential in
the abandoned trails at Weiss, which a farmer
had bought. “I asked the owner if we could do
something and he said, ‘I don’t know much about
skiing, but I want help on the farm, so we can do
a work trade,’” he says. “A lot of it hasn’t changed
since then.” There are still cows on the slopes in
the summer. His wife runs the natural foods café
in the one-room base lodge. They groom a loop
around the bottom, and thin the glades, but other
than that it feels unruly in a good way.
Athey is here with Adam Chase, Chip’s son who
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is his best friend from childhood. They’re both on
Nordic gear and they’re sessioning a kicker on the
edge of the main run, throwing loopy threes. They
ski down to meet us, and then we all skin up into
the hills. Zigzagging the up trails that cut through
the trees, we post up in one of the many shelters
that are scattered around the mountain. Chip
stocks them with granola bars and birdseed and
today there’s blackberry moonshine next to the
ammo can with the Nature Valleys.
White Grass, with its independent, do-it-ourown-way vibe, and wholehearted focus on skiing,
exemplifies all the best things I’ve come across in
the West Virginia ski world. They’ve created their
own culture, and it seems to be thriving. Chip
says their average skier is 30 years old, and a lot
of them come in from Virginia and the D.C. area

for the weekend. “Like any ski area, you need the
same people to come back,” he says. “But you need
newbies, too, and 25 million people can get here in
a day.”
If some long overdue roadwork goes according
to plan, they could soon get here a lot faster. In
1965, as part of the Appalachian Regional Development Act, Congress approved Corridor H, a
section of highway that would connect Appalachia
to the rest of the country. It’s festered since then,
until a 2012 bill forced the state into action, and
now it’s on track to be finished by 2020. A 2013
study said the road would bring $1.25 billion in
revenue to the area, and, more importantly for skiing, it would connect the Canaan Valley directly to
the beltway of D.C. That could change the ski scene
here in the valley significantly. It has the poten-

tial to bring in a ton more people, which is both
necessary to bolster skiing and a potential hazard
to the freewheeling spirit of the sport around here.
“You seen a cop since you got here?” Chip asks me.
“Didn’t think so.”
White Grass sprawls over three peaks on the
edge of the Dolly Sods Wilderness. We tour around
the ridge of Roundtop, visit as many of the warming huts as our livers will allow, and strip skins to
head downhill. The snow is spring slush and the
boys know where every little jibby log is on the
way down. We drop into a glade they call Bloody
Lip and braid through the trees until Chase stops
short at a tree. “Look at that,” he says, pointing to
a growth in the bark, “chaga.” The black-crusted
fungus is apparently full of antioxidants and Chase
pulls it off the tree and sticks it in his pocket for

later. We climb back up, loop around the top of the
mountain, and then drop down the front side so
the boys can hit the jump line again. “We just put
skis on and see what happens,” says Chip.
It’s hard to tell what will happen in this ribbon of
winter that feels so uninfluenced by anything other
than itself. West Virginia skiing is its own brand
of genuine weird, which is what keeps it interesting, but it probably needs to grow to stay alive,
which means it might not feel that strange forever.
“I don’t know very many places in the U.S. where
there’s so much snow and so much winter and so
little culture of skiing. I think it’s because of the
social and the physiographic climate,” says Chip.
There’s no last chair at White Grass, because
there is no chair, but the webcams turn off at 4:20
p.m. (“Get it?” Chip asks, and passes the vaporizer),

and as we slide down into the base area the sun
is starting to sink, turning the valley red. We pull
beers off the taps inside the lodge and steep the
chaga for tea. Time feels slower here, and there’s
still some light left, so Athey and Adam decide to
head over to Timberline to skin up again. Chip and
his dog, Estrella, head up the gut of White Grass
to get a little more skiing in—one more lap in the
Promised Land.
L E F T : West Virginia jibbing with Athey Lutz

at White Grass Touring Center.
T O P : Chip and Adam Chase continue the

skiing legacy in the Mountain State.
B O T T O M : Free your heel and the moonshine

will follow. So will the hangover.
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